The author presents λδ, a λ-typed λ-calculus with a single λ binder and abbreviations. 
Introduction
This paper presents a λ-typed λ-calculus with abbreviations, which we call λδ after the names of its binders, that strongly pursues the reuse of the term constructions both at the level of types and at the level of contexts.
In particular λδ has the following three design features.
1. For each binder , a -abstraction is typed with a -abstraction by means of a uniform rule. Notice that λ-types appear in λδ as a consequence of this feature.
2. A context is a special case of a term.
3. There is a sequence h → Sort h of sorts such that Sort h is typed by Sort next(h) where next is an arbitrary function satisfying h < next(h).
Feature 1 opens the problem of recovering the "level" of an abstraction, i.e. of understanding whether an abstraction is a term (in the sense of the simply typed λ-calculus λ→ [2] ) or a type, or the type of a type, and so on. As we show in the present paper, this information can be recovered if the calculus is equipped with a directed forest of sorts (in the sense of graph theory) whose edges are defined by the typing relation: this is the purpose of Feature 3.
Another consequence of Feature 1 is that for any term that we may interpret as the sort "Prop" of propositions, the following rule does not hold.
C.λx:V T : Prop C λx:V.T : Prop
(1)
Therefore in this calculus the λ-abstraction can not be used, as it is, to interpret the universal quantification on propositions, as we do with the Π-abstraction in the calculi admitting the Π binder. On the other hand the λ-abstraction is predicative in that C λx:V.T : V never holds (see Theorem 3(f)). So λδ can serve as a theory of expressions for the type theories requiring a meta-language with a predicative abstraction (as [31, 35, 32] ). In principle the "contexts as terms" paradigm expressed by Feature 2 , that already appears in λμ [8] (a calculus featuring a complete duality between terms and contexts), allows λδ to treat contexts as first-class entities that can be used as function arguments, can be reduced and can be typed exactly like ordinary terms. Nevertheless in the present paper we do not push λδ in this direction and we leave this task for future research (see Appendix B) .
λδ enjoys the properties of Church λ→ (namely the Church-Rosser property, the subject reduction, the strong normalization and the decidability of type inference) plus some properties of the higher order calculi (namely the correctness of types and the uniqueness of types). Furthermore the expressive power of λδ is comparable with that of λ→ since every term typed in λδ can by typed in λ→ up to reduction.
Here we introduce λ-types and abbreviations. λδ is described in Section 2 where the syntax, the reduction rules and the type assignment rules are given. In Section 3 we discuss additional topics such as the arity assignment and the strong normalization theorem. In that section we also present an extension of λδ named λδχ. The concluding remarks are in Section 4. This paper includes two appendices: in Appendix A we show an application of λδ as a theory of expressions for the structural fragment of the Minimal Type Theory [31] , while in Appendix B the author proposes to push λδ in the direction of the "contexts as terms as types" paradigm until the unification of these three concepts is reached. Finally in Appendix C we present the main advancements of [16] at its current state over the description given in [17] .
λ-Types
Untyped λ-calculus [4] was introduced by Church as a theory of computable functions. Adding a very simple type theory to this calculus, where types are never created by abstraction, Curry UBLCS-2006-25 obtained a version of the simply typed λ-calculus (a different version of this calculus was proposed by Church afterwords). Notice that in these two systems, the λ-terms and their types lay on two distinct syntactical levels. Typing by abstraction was introduced in the second half of the past century in response to the need of improving the expressiveness of the above type theory, and this gave rise to many λ-calculi typed more powerfully. Generally these calculi use a single syntactic category for both the λ-terms and their types, but in most cases (see [2] ) there is a distinction between abstractions producing λ-terms (introduced by the binder λ) and abstractions producing types (introduced by the binder Π). This distinction agrees with the general consensus that λ and Π, introducing two semantically different forms of binding, must undergo to different typing and reduction rules. In particular a Π-abstraction is not typed with an abstraction and Π-reduction (the analogous for Π of β-reduction, i.e. (Π x:V .T )W → Π T [x := W ]) is not allowed.
However some extensions of modern type systems introducing Π-reduction already appear in the literature (see for instance [26, 24] ) with the aim of reducing the difference between λ and Π at the syntactical level, and the consequences of typing a Π-abstraction with an abstraction are studied as well (see for instance [10, 33, 14, 38, 13, 41] ) resulting in the production of elegant systems. At this point it is clear that λ and Π can have a very similar behaviour and thus the problem of identifying these two binders is indeed of some interest. This identification already appears in the works of de Bruijn, Coquand [6] and Kamareddine [21] .
An historical survey on type theory can be found in [25] . Generally speaking, we say that a typed λ-calculus is λ-typed when a λ-abstraction is typed with a λ -abstraction where λ is a binder whose reduction and typing rules, once λ is substituted for λ , include (but may not be limited to) those of the binder λ. In this case we call λ a λ-like binder. These calculi appear in three flavours: with a single λ-like binder (see for instance [21] ), with a finite number of λ-like binders greater than one (mainly in de Bruijn works) and with an infinite number of λ-like binders [13, 41] .
The calculus λδ, that we present in this paper, is situated in the first of the above categories and do not aim at identifying λ and Π.
Abbreviations
Extending a λ-calculus with abbreviations (called let expressions in the context of functional programming) has several advantages that are deeply discussed in [24] . In particular the use of abbreviations makes type checking and reduction more efficient and is practically unavoidable in any realistic application of the calculus itself as a foundation for developing Mathematics (as Mathematics is unimaginable without abbreviations). The adoption of abbreviations in a λ-typed λ-calculus is also supported by technical reasons. In fact [24] shows that in the λ-cube, Π-reduction makes subject reduction fail generally and that this property can be restored by introducing abbreviations in contexts. When λ-types are used, Π-reduction is always present since it is identified with β-reduction, so in this setting abbreviations are technically necessary to prove subject reduction.
Due to Feature 2 the abbreviations of λδ can be placed both in contexts (as in [24] ) and in terms. Namely we introduce the term construction δx=V.T that we call a δ-abstraction and that means let x be V in T .
Notice that we can regard λδ as a successful attempt to type the untyped λ-calculus with abbreviations in a non trivial way that validates the usual desirable properties, just by adding the minimal support for typing: i.e. some sorts and explicit types in λ-abstractions (this was the initial idea that led the author to λδ).
It is interesting to point out that the set of constructions making λδ is not the smallest possible for a meaningful calculus, in fact Luo shows in [30] that when abbreviations are used, the λ operator itself it is not strictly necessary. However, the price to pay for removing the λ-abstraction is that partial applications of functions are not allowed. As a matter of fact, partial applications have well established benefits in several contexts including practical functional programming, so our choice was to include the λ operator in the calculus.
It is important to notice that λδ differs from the Automath-related λ-calculi [34] in that they do not provide for an abbreviation construction at the level of terms.
The Certified Specification
The initial version of λδ appears in [17] where the author outlines the definitions used in [16] to encode λδχ in the Calculus of Inductive Constructions (CIC). Using this encoding it is possible to certify all currently proved properties of λδχ with the CIC-based proof assistants COQ [5] and MATITA [18] .
For this reason we decide to omit the proofs of our statements in the present paper. Evidence of these proofs is already given in [16] and their representation in natural language can be obtained through the software of the HELM project [1] at http://helm.cs.unibo.it.
Furthermore we present all rules and statements following strictly [16] from which the author mechanically produced their L A T E X representation. In this way the chance of typographical errors in the formal parts of the paper is very low.
2
Description of λδ λδ uses three data types: the set N of natural numbers, the set T of terms and the set C of contexts. N is used to represent sort indexes (all indexes start at 0), T contains the expressions the calculus is about (also called pseudo-terms) and C is a subclass of T (see Feature 2) . Although it is not strictly necessary, it is convenient for technical reasons to present T and C as two distinct data types.
Consistently throughout the presentation, we will be using the following convention about the names of variables: i, j, h, k will range over N; T , U , V , W will range over T and C, D, E, F will range over C or will denote a part of a context.
Lists will also be used (we need them in Subsection 3.3 to prove the strong normalization theorem). The names of variables denoting lists will be overlined: like T for a list of terms. We will use • for the empty list and the infix semicolon for concatenation: like T ; T .
In order to avoid the explicit treatment of α-conversion, we will assume that the names of bound variables and of the free variables are disjoint in every term, judgement and rule of the calculus (this is known as Barendregt convention).
The Sort Hierarchy Parameter
The hierarchy of λδ sorts, informally outlined in Feature 3, is ruled by a parameter g that is an instance of the structure G defined below. Definition 1 (the structure for typing sorts)
The structure G contains a function h → next(h) (the typing function) satisfying the axiom h < next(h), which we call the strict monotonicity condition.
next(h) gives the index of the sort that types Sort h ; the monotonicity of next is the simplest condition ensuring a loop-free type hierarchy of sorts and it is used to prove Theorem 3(g) (i.e. impossibility of typing a term with itself).
To see the intended use of the structure G with an example, consider the following typepreserving mapping between the sorts of λδ and the sorts of CIC with universes (Set, Prop and Type i ):
Despite this example, the correspondences between CIC with universes and λδ are not immediate due to the different meaning of the type judgement in the two systems (see our comments on rule Figure 9 (abst) in Subsection 2.5).
Notice that next is a total function but in the most general case a partial function should be used. This would allow sort hierarchies with top-level elements as the ones of many typed λ-calculi. Nevertheless this generalization is inconvenient since it complicates several theorems about typing without increasing the expressiveness of the calculus, in fact any sort hierarchy with top-level elements can be embedded in a sort hierarchy without top-level elements.
Figure 1. context predicate rules
The simplest instance of g is gz ∈ G such that next gz (h) ≡ h + 1.
The Language
Our syntax of terms and contexts takes advantage of the so-called item notation [27] because of its well documented benefits, that include a simple presentation of terms in normal form. When using the item notation of λ-terms, the operands of an application are presented in reverse order with respect to standard notation, i.e. the application of T to V is presented like (T V ) in standard notation and like (V ).T in item notation. Notice that item notation is almost a constant of the Automath-related works [34] .
Definition 2 (terms and contexts)
The terms of λδ are made of the following syntactical items: Sort h (sort), x (variable occurrence), λx:V (abstractor), δx=V (abbreviator), (V ) (applicator) and V (type cast). The sets of terms and contexts are defined as follows:
Furthermore the meta-item V stands for one of:
In the above definition Sort h is the sort of index h, x is a variable occurrence, λx:V.T is the usual λ-abstraction (simply abstraction henceforth) of T over the type V , δx=V.T is the abbreviation of V in T (i.e. let x be V in T ), (V ).T is the application of T to V (i.e. (T V ) in standard notation) and V .T is the type cast of T to V (i.e. (T : V ) in ML notation).
We can generalize the application to (
Notice that we allow a context to contain application items because we want the possibility (unexploited for now) to β-reduce the abstractions inside contexts.
Also notice that given the context D ≡ C.Sort h , we allow the notation D. V by which we mean the context C. V.Sort h . This mechanism explains how to push the generic item V into the context D.
Some Helper Operators
Now we can introduce some operators that we will use in the next sections.
Definition 3 (free variables)
The subset FV(T ) contains the free variables occurring in the term T . The free variables of a term are defined as usual.
Definition 4 (context predicate)
The predicate cnt(T ) states that T is a context. Its rules are shown in Figure 1 .
This predicate will be used in Theorem 6(b) Definition 5 (strict substitution on terms)
The partial and multivalued function [x + ← W ]T substitutes a term W for one or more occurrences of x in T while it remains undefined if x does not occur in T . Its rules are shown in Figure 2 . The "+" in the notation recalls "one or more".
Using the same approach, we can define the strict substitution in contexts. Definition 6 (strict substitution on contexts) Figure 2 . Strict substitution rules on terms Figure 3 . The subscript c is part of the notation.
As already pointed out in [17] , the function that substitutes W for x in T can be defined in many different ways. The difference lays in the number of occurrences of that variable substituted in T by a single application of the function. The choices are: one, one or more, zero or more, all, all if one exists.
Our approach is to adopt the second choice of the above list and we can justify it with some technical reasons connected to reduction (see Subsection 2.4).
λδ currently defines two δ-reduction rules (i.e. expansions of local definitions) and we want to use the same substitution function in the description of both rules. This consideration rules out the first choice of the above list because it invalidates Theorem 1(a), that is a prerequisite of Theorem 1(c). The third and the forth choices, that are the most used in the literature, do not have this problem, but complicate the context-free δ-reduction rule if we want to preserve its "orthogonality" (i.e. absence of critical pairs) with respect to the ζ-reduction rule. Is important to stress that this "orthogonality" simplifies the proof of Theorem 1 (b) : another prerequisite of Theorem 1(c). The last choice of the above list is simply too complex with respect to the benefits it gives.
On the basis of this analysis, we claim that the substitution function chosen here is the most reasonable with respect to its intended use, that is to serve as a background for δ-expansion in all its forms.
The Reduction Rules
The equivalence of terms in λδ is based on context-dependent conversion, that is the reflexive, symmetric and transitive closure of context-dependent reduction. The latter is expressed in terms of context-free reduction, that is the compatible closure of five reduction schemes named: β, δ, ζ, , υ.
The purpose of the present section is to describe this construction in detail.
The need for context-dependent reduction and conversion derives from the presence of abbreviations in contexts [24] : for example in the context C.δx=V we want to δ-expand the term x to V .
Definition 7 (context-free reduction on terms)
The relation T 1 ⇒ T 2 indicates one step of context-free parallel reduction from T 1 to T 2 . Its rules are shown in Figure 4 . The reduction steps are shown in Figure 5 . Figure 4 . Context-free parallel reduction rules on terms scheme redex reductum The "contexts as terms" approach used in λδ allows to define context-free parallel reduction on contexts as well as on terms. The parallel reduction on contexts defined below is weak in the sense that it affects just the terms appearing in the context items and not the context items themselves. In fact this is enough to prove both Theorem 9(a) and Theorem 4(a).
Definition 8 (weak context-free reduction on contexts)
The relation C 1 ⇒ wc C 2 indicates one step of weak context-free parallel reduction from C 1 to C 2 . Its rules are shown in Figure 6 .
Definition 9 (context-dependent parallel reduction)
The relation C T 1 ⇒ T 2 indicates one step of context-dependent parallel reduction from T 1 to T 2 . Its rules are shown in Figure 7 and the reduction steps are in Figure 8 . Moreover the relation C T 1 ⇒ * T 2 is the transitive closure of ⇒ and the relation C T 1 ⇔ * T 2 is the symmetric and transitive closure of ⇒, that we call context-dependent parallel conversion.
Context-free reduction is presented in its parallel form to ease the proof of the Church-Rosser property stated by Theorem 1 (b) . In fact using parallel reduction, we bypass the necessity to trace redexes as done in [2] .
The effect of a step T 1 ⇒ T 2 is to reduce a subset of the redexes appearing in T 1 . The β scheme does not perform a full β-contraction in the usual sense, but converts a β-redex into a δ-redex or a ζ-redex, leaving the rest of the contraction to these two schemes. The δ scheme expands (i.e. unfolds) some instances of an abbreviation (but not necessarily all of them), so the binder remains in place after the expansion to allow other instances of the same abbreviation to be unfolded if necessary. The ζ scheme removes the binder of a fully expanded abbreviation (this can be related to COQ but the ζ scheme of COQ unfolds the abbreviation before removing its binder, which we do by invoking the δ scheme). The scheme makes cast items eliminable up to reduction. In this way, we express the fact that these items are not strictly essential for reduction and typing. The υ scheme is thought to contract the β-redex (W ).λx:U when its two items are separated by an extraneous abbreviator (i.e. δy=V ). Without the υ-swaps, the β-redex would be created only after removing this abbreviator by ζ-contraction; this means that the associated abbreviation should be completely unfolded before the removal. With the υ-swaps, instead, we can obtain the β-redex without any unfolding and this is certainly more desirable in realistic use cases.
It is worth remarking how the full β-contraction is achieved in this calculus: the full β-contraction performs three atomic actions on the term (W ).λx:V.T : it removes the applicator, it removes the binder, it substitutes W for all occurrences of x in T . In λδ special care is taken for having three different reduction schemes encharged of these actions. The β scheme is responsible for removing the applicator (the binder is changed but it is not removed). The substitution is performed by invoking the δ scheme one or more times as long as the x occurs in T . When the substitution is completed, the ζ scheme can be applied and the binder is removed.
As we see, the five reduction schemes are "orthogonal" or "primary" in the sense that a given redex belongs to just one scheme and therefore it reduces in a unique way. This means that we never have critical pairs. Here we are using "primary" as opposed to "auxiliary" of [23, 22] . Other primary or auxiliary reduction schemes might be considered as well.
Also context-dependent reduction is presented in its parallel form to ease the proof of confluence with itself (Theorem 1(c)).
The effect of a step C T 1 ⇒ T 2 is to reduce a subset of the context-free redexes appearing in T 1 and, optionally, to expand one or more instances of a global abbreviation stored in C.
We are aware that the δ rule of Figure 7 could be improved by using context-dependent reduction in place of context-free reduction in the second premise.
Finally we discard the widely used notation with the = sign for the conversion relation because we feel that = should be reserved for a generic equivalence relation. We could use = βδζ υ to indicate that conversion is equality up to the indicated reduction steps, but this notation does not make clear whether these steps are actually performed sequentially or in parallel.
The most relevant properties of reduction and conversion are listed below.
Theorem 1 (main properties of reduction and conversion) (a). (confluence of ⇒ with strict substitution)
If Figure 9 . Native type assignment rules
(b). (confluence of ⇒ with itself: Church-Rosser property)
If T 0 ⇒ T 1 and T 0 ⇒ T 2 then there exists T such that T 1 ⇒ T and T 2 ⇒ T .If C T 0 ⇒ * T 1 and C T 0 ⇒ * T 2 then there exists T such that C T 1 ⇒ * T and C T 2 ⇒ * T .
(d). (thinning of the applicator for
⇔ * ) If C T 1 ⇔ * T 2 then C (V ).T 1 ⇔ * (V ).T 2 . C g Sort h : Sort nextg (h) sort C = D.δx=V.D D g V : T C g x : T def C = D.λx:V.D D g V : T C g x : V decl C g V : T C.δx=V g T 1 : T 2 C.δx=V g T 2 : T 0 C g δx=V.T 1 : δx=V.T 2 abbr C g V : T C.λx:V g T 1 : T 2 C.λx:V g T 2 : T 0 C g λx:V.T 1 : λx:V.T 2 abst C g W : V C g U : λx:V.T C g (W ).U : (W ).λx:V.T appl C g T 1 : T 2 C g T 2 : T 0 C g T 2 .T 1 : T 2 cast C g T 2 : T C g V : T 1 C T 1 ⇔ * T 2 C g V : T 2 conv
(e). (compatibility for
⇔ * : first operand) If C V 1 ⇔ * V 2 then C V 1 .T ⇔ * V 2 .T . (f). (compatibility for ⇔ * : second operand) If C. V T 1 ⇔ * T 2 then C V.T 1 ⇔ * V.T 2 .
(g). (generation lemma on abstraction for
The main result on reduction is Church-Rosser property, while the main result on conversion is its generation lemma on abstraction: a desirable property mentioned in [39] . The other properties, stating that conversion is a congruence, are referenced in Appendix A.
Native Type Assignment
In this subsection we present the native type system of λδ. Another type system, originally due to de Bruijn, is presented in Subsection 3.1.
Notice that the λδ type judgement depends on the sort hierarchy parameter (Subsection 2.1) and does not depend on the notion of a well formed (i.e. legal) context as it happens in other type systems. This is because an unreferenced variable does not need a legal declaration or definition unless it is the formal argument of a function. This approach, which is closer to a realistic implementation of a type checker, has the technical benefit of simplifying the proofs of the properties of types because the mutual dependence between the type judgement and the well-formedness judgement disappears.
Definition 10 (native type assignment)
The native type judgement has the form C g U : T where g is the sort hierarchy parameter. Its rules are shown in Figure 9 .
The typing policy of λδ is that the typing rules should be as close as possible to the usual rules of typed λ-calculus [2] . The major modification lays in the typing rule for abstraction, that is the composition of the usual typing rules for λ and for Π. Here are the typing rules for λ and for Π in the λ-cube.
In λδ, given that we want to type an abstraction with an abstraction (and therefore not with a sort), we remove the second premise of the first rule and the conclusion of the second rule. Then
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we make a single rule combining the remaining items and turning the Π into a λ. In addition we generalize the sorts s 1 and s 2 to arbitrary types. The rule we obtain is Figure 9(abst) .
Notice that this rule imposes a clear distinction between the sort of a term (that we may consider as an incomplete type) and the type of that term. For instance when T 0 is a sort, we could say that λx:V.T 2 is of sort T 0 (because it resembles (Π x:V .T 2 ) typed with T 0 ), but this term remains of type λx:V.T 0 according to Figure 9 (abst). Also notice that in the λ-cube this distinction is not visible since a single type judgement is used to express the two notions we just sketched. In the present paper we do not address the issue of supporting the sorts of terms in λδ.
Another important consequence of Figure 9 (abst), expressed by Theorem 9(c), is that a term and its type have the same functional structure, i.e. they take the same number of arguments when they are interpreted as functions, moreover the corresponding arguments of these functions have the same type. Stated in other words, a type fully determines the number of parameters taken by its inhabitants and the types of these parameters.
According to Feature 1 Figure 9 (abbr) follows the scheme of Figure 9 (abst) and is compatible with the commonly accepted rule for typing abbreviations found in [5] :
since B[x := A] and (δ x=A .B) are δζ-convertible. Notice that C does not need to be a sort in this rule.
In the spirit of Figure 9 (abbr), the rule typing the application (Figure 9 (appl) that we borrow from [24] ) does not apply any reduction at the level of types (like Rule (6) does, unfolding the abbreviation in the term B).
The technical benefit of this approach is that the reductional behaviour of the type judgement is confined in the so-called "conversion rule" (see [24] for more motivations).
More sophisticated forms of typing, involving reductions in the context (in the sense of Subsection 2.4) might be considered as well.
The first result about the type system is the generation (i.e. inversion) lemma, whose aim is to invert the type assignment rules of Definition 10.
Theorem 2 (generation lemma for native type assignment) (a). (generation lemma on sort)
If C g Sort h : T then C Sort nextg (h) ⇔ * T .
(b). (generation lemma on bound reference)
If C g x : T then there exist E, E , V , U such that C U ⇔ * T and C = E.δx=V.E and E g V : U or there exist E, E , V , U such that C V ⇔ * T and C = E.λx:V.E and E g V : U.
(c). (generation lemma on abbreviation)
If C g δx=V.U 1 : T then there exist U 2 , U , U 3 such that C δx=V.U 2 ⇔ * T and C g V : U and C.δx=V g U 1 : U 2 and C.δx=V g U 2 : U 3 .
(d). (generation lemma on abstraction)
If C g λx:V.U 1 : T then there exist U 2 , U , U 3 such that C λx:V.U 2 ⇔ * T and C g V : U and C.λx:V g U 1 : U 2 and C.λx:V g U 2 : U 3 .
(e). (generation lemma on application)
If C g (V 1 ).U 1 : T then there exist V 2 , U 2 such that C (V 1 ).λx:V 2 .U 2 ⇔ * T and C g U 1 : λx:V 2 .U 2 and C g V 1 : V 2 .
(f). (generation lemma on type cast)
Some properties important of the native type assignment are listed below.
Theorem 3 (main properties of native type assignment) (a). (thinning preserves type)
If C 2 g T 1 : T 2 and C 1 = D .C 2 .D then C 1 g T 1 : T 2 .
(b). (correctness of types)
If C g T 1 : T 2 then there exists T 3 such that C g T 2 : T 3 .
(c). (uniqueness of types)
If C g T : T 1 and C g T :
(d). (substitution in terms preserves type)
If
T .
(e). (substitution in contexts preserves type)
(g). (terms can not be typed with themselves)
Notice that Theorem 3(d) and Theorem 3(e) are mutually dependent but we can prove them as corollaries of Theorem 11(a). Also notice that it easier to prove Theorem 3(f) and Theorem 3(g) as corollaries of Theorem 9(c). In particular Theorem 3(f) states that a term constructed by abstraction never belongs to the abstraction domain (i.e. the category of the terms typed by V in this case).
The subject reduction of λδ is one of the main results we are presenting in this paper. The main part of the proof is concentrated in the base case (Theorem 4(a)), where a single step of contextfree parallel reduction is considered. The possibility to reduce some terms appearing inside the context is essential here (see [24] ). The general case (Theorem 4(b)) is just a simple corollary.
Theorem 4 (subject reduction and corollaries) (a). (base case)
If C 1 g T : T 2 and C 1 ⇒ wc C 2 and T ⇒ T 1 then C 2 g T 1 : T 2 .
(b). (general case without the reduction in the context)
If C T ⇒ * T 1 and C g T : T 2 then C g T 1 : T 2 .
(c). (inverse of type preservation by thinning)
(d). (type reduction)
If C g T :
(e). (subject conversion: first case) 
We would like to stress that, from the technical standpoint, the proof of subject reduction is more difficult in λδ than in the λ-cube because in λδ we can not assume that the type of the type of a term is a sort (and this property seems to be used here and there when dealing with the λ-cube). Thus we must proceed only by induction on the structure of the involved predicates.
Notice that with Theorem 4(a) we avoid the simultaneous induction on two statements found in [24] and that Theorem 4(f) is stated as a desired property in [39] .
The decidability results we present below are a a consequence of Theorem 10(i).
Theorem 5 (main decidability results) (a). (convertibility of typed terms is decidable)
If C g U 1 : T 1 and C g U 2 : T 2 then C U 1 ⇔ * U 2 or C U 1 ⇔ * U 2 .
(b). (type inference is decidable)
C g T 1 : T 2 or there exists T 2 such that C g T 1 : T 2 .
Additional Topics and Extensions
In this section we present some additional topics on λδ. In particular we discuss the de Bruijn type assignment in Subsection 3.1, the arity assignment in Subsection 3.2 and the strong normalization theorem in Subsection 3.3. Moreover we introduce focalized terms in Subsection 3.4, a partial order on contexts in Subsection 3.5 and the extension of λδ named λδχ in Subsection 3.6.
De Bruijn Type Assignment
The so-called de Bruijn type assignment (typ in [9] ) is a function introduced by de Bruijn as part of the type checking algorithm for the language AUT − 68. Here we define the analogous concept in λδ.
Definition 11 (De Bruijn type assignment)
The partial function C τ g (T ) evaluates the de Bruijn type of a term T , that depends on the sort hierarchy parameter g. Its rules are shown in Figure 10 .
Furthermore the partial and multivalued function C τ
evaluates the composition of one or more applications of C τ g to T .
Besides being a very well established notion that also λδ can deal with, the de Bruijn type is relevant in this paper for two theoretical reasons.
Firstly
The main results about C τ g are the listed below.
Theorem 6 (main properties of de Bruijn type) (a). (a typable term is typed by its de Bruijn type)
If C g U : T 1 and C τ g (U ) = T 2 then C g U : T 2 .
(b). (iterating the de Bruijn type of a term we eventually get a context)
If C τ g (T 1 ) = T then there exists T 2 such that C τ + g (T 1 ) = T 2 and cnt(T 2 ).
From Theorem 6(a) it follows that a term and its de Bruijn type share the same functional structure (i.e. the one given by the λ binders). Furthermore they also share the structure of the δ binders because reduction is not needed in order to compute this type, whose assignment rules are syntax-oriented. Obviously these features make the computation of the de Bruijn type very fast.
Theorem 6(b) allows to map a term T to the context γ(T ) obtained iterating the de Bruijn type assignment on T the least number of times. Once extended arbitrarily on not well typed terms, γ becomes an immersion of T into C. The above considerations clearly justify the choice of C τ + g as the main ingredient for switching between terms and contexts in the λδ setting.
Notice that γ and its properties have not being formally specified yet because the behaviour of this function, especially with respect to reduction, is expected to be much clearer when λδ will be completed with the items of the form E and the duality between terms and contexts will be achieved (see Appendix B).
Arity Assignment
The notion of arity [35] (skeletons in [3] ) as a description of the functional structure of a term it is not strictly necessary in λδ as well as the data type L used to represent it (since arities can be encoded into terms). But both are useful from the technical standpoint. Arities provide for a clear connection between the terms of λδ and the types of a suitable version of λ→, facilitate the proof of the strong normalization theorem (see Subsection 3.3) and speed up the proofs of the negative results about λδ (Theorem 3(f) and Theorem 3(g)).
Definition 12 (arities)
The set of arities is defined as follows:
The arities of the form (h, k) are called nodes and are ordered pairs.
In the following, the variable L will always range over the data type L.
and describes the following features of T :
• T is a function taking exactly i arguments (i.e. a function of arity i);
• for each j between 1 and i, the j-th argument of T must have arity L j ;
• the position of T in the type hierarchy is the node (h, k); this means that iterating k times the de Bruijn typing operation on T , we obtain a term whose rightmost item is Sort h (it exists because of Theorem 6(b)). Figure 11 . Level equality rules
Figure 12. Arity assignment rules
In order to assign an arity to a declared variable we need a function connecting the arity of a term to the arity of its type. Here we present we the strict successor function defined below but we are not positive on the fact that this is the best choice and we see two alternatives that might be considered as well.
The strict successor of a node depends on the sort hierarchy parameter g and the strict successor of an arity is a natural extension of the former. We also introduce the strict sum as the iterated composition of the strict successor. Definition 13 (the strict successor and the strict sum)
The strict successor of the arity L, denoted by L + g 1 is defined as follows:
We may think of the type hierarchy induced by the parameter g as an oriented graph in which the arcs are drown from each node L to its strict successor L + g 1.
Moreover we can say that the nodes L 1 and L 2 are at the same level in the type hierarchy if there exists k such that L 1 + g k = L 2 + g k (see the comments below).
Definition 14 (level quality)
The level equality predicate L 1 = g L 2 is defined by the rules in Figure 11 .
In this paper we assign the arity up to level equality, but we suspect that other (more desirable) solutions are possible as well.
Definition 15 (arity assignment)
The arity assignment predicate is C g T L and means that the term T has arity L in the context C with respect to g. Its rules are given in Figure 12 .
By looking at its shape, it should be clear that an arity is a type of the instance of λ→ in which we take the nodes as basic types.
Notice that our arity of T , containing the position of all arguments of T , is more informative than the skeleton of [3] that only records the position of T .
Figure 13. Integer level equality rules
Also notice that we can not expect a term to have a unique position since each term at position (h, k) is also at position (next g (h), k + 1).
1
Coming now to the problem of defining the level (class in [3] ) of a node in the type hierarchy graph, i.e. the height of this node from a reference point, we observe that this notion can not be given in absolute terms (as it happens in the type hierarchies with top-level elements or bottomlevel elements) because in our case the graph can be disconnected so no node can be taken as a global reference point. The best we can do is to define what it means for two nodes L 1 and L 2 to be at the same level by saying that they must have the same height relatively to a third node L 3 to which they are both connected.
The equivalence relation introduced by Definition 14 has this purpose. Taking for example the sort hierarchy of CIC with universes (see Subsection 2.1), we can say the the sorts Set and Prop are at the same level because they are both one typing step below the sort Type 0 .
Notice that = g is an equivalence relation and that
The levels of the type hierarchy are the equivalence classes of = g . To see the structure of these levels in a concrete example, consider the instance gz of g defined in Subsection 2.1. In this case (h 1 , k 1 ) = gz (h 2 , k 2 ) iff h 1 +k 2 = h 2 +k 1 and we know that N×N (i.e. the set of the nodes) equipped with this equality is isomorphic to the set of the integer numbers. Namely the integer associated to the equivalence class containing the node (h, k) is h − k. This result is consistent with the intuition according to which the type hierarchy of λδ has an infinite sequence of levels both above and below any reference point. 2 To formalize this assertion, we define the integer level equality on nodes, we extend it on compound arities, and we state the following theorem.
Definition 16 (integer level quality)
The integer level equality predicate L 1 = z L 2 is defined by the rules in Figure 13 .
Theorem 7 (level equality for the instance gz of g) (a). (level equality for gz implies integer level equality)
(b). (integer level equality implies level equality for gz)
The main properties about arities are listed below.
Theorem 8 (main properties of arities) (a). (every node is inhabited)
there exist C, T such that C g T (h, k).
(b). (uniqueness of arity up to level equality)
1. The converse is not true in general. 2. If we define (h, k) +g z ≡ (h, k − z) when z < 0, then the function z → L +g z from the integer numbers to L is injective with respect to =g in the sense that L +g z 1 =g L +g z 2 implies z 1 = z 2 . This fact is not proved in [16] yet.
We suspect that Theorem 8(a) can be extended to any arity. The fact that the arity of a term (and thus its level in the type hierarchy) is preserved by context-dependent reduction, is proved by the theorem below. This states that the arity assignment judgement enjoys subject reduction.
Theorem 9 (subject reduction and corollaries) (a). (base case)
If C 1 g T 1 L and C 1 ⇒ wc C 2 and T 1 ⇒ T 2 then C 2 g T 2 L.
(b). (general case without the reduction in the context)
If C T 1 ⇒ * T 2 and C g T 1 L then C g T 2 L.
(c). (typed terms have an arity)
Notice that Theorem 9(c) includes our version of the theorem stating that the level of a term and the level of its type differ in one application of the successor function (originally proved by de Bruijn for his calculi).
Strongly Normalizable Terms
We recall that a term is normal or in normal form [2] when it can not be reduced. Here we use the following definition of a normal term.
Definition 17 (normal terms)
The predicate C nf(T ), stating that the term T is normal with respect to context-dependent parallel reduction C ⇒, is defined as follows.
Here we are taking into account the fact that C ⇒ is a reflexive relation. According to [15, 2] a term T is strongly normalizable if there is no infinite sequence of reduction steps starting from T .
Definition 18 (strongly normalizable terms)
The predicate C
sn(T ), stating that the term T is strongly normalizable with respect to contextdependent parallel reduction C ⇒, is inductively defined by one clause that is a higher order rule:
Notice that Rule (11) implicitly includes the base case of the structural induction defining C sn(T 1 ), that occurs when T 1 = T 2 or when C T 1 ⇒ * T 2 . Essentially we borrowed this definition from [28] but we had to take into account the fact that C ⇒ * is a reflexive relation. Moreover we would prefer to use C ⇒ in place of C ⇒ * but C ⇒ is not perfectly designed yet and some desirable properties fail to hold: for instance even if C V 1 ⇒ V 2 and C T 1 ⇒ T 2 , it is not true that
We can also extend the strong normalization predicate to a list of terms meaning the conjunction of the predicate applied to each element of the list.
The strong normalization theorem outlined in this subsection, stating that every term with an arity is strongly normalizable, is the most relevant result of the present paper together with the subject reduction for types (Theorem 4 (b) ) and the confluence of context-dependent parallel reduction (Theorem 1(c) ). The proofs of these three theorems were in fact the most difficult to formalize in [16] .
If we consider the connections between λδ and λ→ that we briefly sketched in Subsection 3.2, it should not be a surprise that the strong normalization proof proposed by Tait for λ→ can be adapted for λδ. Namely both the definition of the strong reducibility candidates and the overall proof method are the same.
Our formalization follows essentially the version of Tait's proof reported by [29] . Other references we considered are [28, 15, 40] . The main difference with respect to [29] is that we can use abbreviations in place of explicit substitutions because of the shape of our β-reductum (see Figure 4 (β)).
Definition 19 (the strong reducibility predicate)
The predicate C g sc L (T ) stating that the term T is a strong reducibility candidate of arity L in the context C is defined by cases on L.
Notice that the possibility of exchanging the binders of the context D is silently assumed at least in Theorem 10(g) below (see [29] ). Thus Definition 19 must be rephrased carefully when binders are referenced by position instead of by name (i.e with de Bruijn indexes) as in [16] (See Definition 29).
The following theorem lists some important properties of candidates.
Theorem 10 (main properties of strong normalization) (a). (normal terms are strongly normalizable)
If C nf(T ) then C sn(T ).
(b). (candidate reference to abbreviation)
If C g sc L ((V ).V ) and C = D.δx=V.D then C g sc L ((V ).x).
(c). (candidate cast)
If C g sc L+g1 ((V ).V ) and C g sc L ((V ).T ) then C g sc L ((V ). V .T ).
(d). (candidate β-redex)
If C g sc L2 ((V ).δx=V.T ) and C g sc L1 (V ) and C g sc L1+g 1 (W ) then C g sc L2 ((V ).(V ).λx:W.T ).
(e). (candidate reference to abstraction)
If C g (V ).x L and C nf(x) and C sn(V ) then C g sc L ((V ).x).
(f). (candidate abbreviation)
If C.δx=V g sc L2 ((V ).T ) and C g sc L1 (V ) then C g sc L2 ((V ).δx=V.T ).
(g). (candidates are strongly normalizable)
If C g sc L (T ) then C sn(T ).
(h). (terms with an arity are candidates)
If C g T L then C g sc L (T ).
(i). (typed terms are strongly normalizable)
If C g T : U then C sn(T ).
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Figure 15. Informative order rules
Notice that Theorem 10(g) and Theorem 10(e) must be proved simultaneously. The fact that every term with an arity is strongly normalizing follows from the composition of Theorem 10(h) (the main result) and Theorem 10(g).
The strong normalization of typed terms (Theorem 10(i)) is an immediate corollary given that every typed term has an arity (Theorem 9(c)).
The clauses in which V appears are used to prove Theorem 10(h) instantiating V with • but this assumption is too weak to prove the clauses themselves.
Focalized Terms
Focalized terms are terms represented as ordered pairs (C, T ). Such a pair denotes the concatenation of T after C. Namely (C.Sort h , T ) denotes the term C.T .
Notice that this definition exploits the "contexts as terms" approach of λδ.
Following the pattern of Definition 5 and Definition 6 we can define the strict substitution on focalized terms.
Definition 20 (strict substitution on focalized terms)
The partial and multivalued function [i Figure 14 . The subscript f is part of the notation.
for one or more occurrences of the variable x that C binds. Its rules are shown in
This substitution is used to state the substitution lemma in a way that breaks the mutual dependences existing between the analogous lemmas stated just for the strict substitution on terms and on contexts (Theorem 3(d) and Theorem 3(e)).
Theorem 11 (main properties of focalized terms) (a). (substitution preserves the native type)
Informative Order on Contexts Definition 21 (informative order on contexts)
The relation C 1 ≤ g C 2 states that the context C 2 is not more informative than the context C 1 relatively the variables they bind. Its rules are shown in Figure 15 .
The partial order ≤ g we are presenting in this subsection is an auxiliary notion used to prove subject reduction (namely Theorem 4(a)) in the β-contraction case, where Theorem 12(a) is invoked. Other similar partial orders are used to prove Theorem 9(a) and a prerequisite of Theorem 10(h) in the same case.
It is important to stress that the use of such partial orders is suggested in λδ by the shape of its β-reductum. In fact it is well known that the calculi in which the β-reductum exploits an explicit Figure 16 . Rules for the exclusion binder substitution in place of an abbreviation, do not need this auxiliary apparatus in order to prove subject reduction results.
The intended meaning of C 1 ≤ g C 2 is that C 1 and C 2 bind the same variables but the binders in C 1 are less informative than the corresponding binders in C 2 .
Namely we state that λx:W < δx=V with respect to the amount of information they provide about the variable they bind when W is the type of V .
The most relevant result about this partial order is the following monotonicity property, also referenced in Appendix A.
Theorem 12 (main properties of the informative order) (a). (monotonicity of native type)
The Calculus λδχ
In this subsection we extend λδ by adding an exclusion binder that here we call χ (after χάoσ: Greek for "gaping void"). The calculus we obtain is called λδχ and is the one formalized in [16] .
This binder is used to erase the other binders from contexts in a way that does not change their "length" (i.e. the number of main binders). This approach to erasing is particularly efficient when variables are bound by position (using the so-called de Bruijn indexes [11] ) instead of by name.
Definition 22 (exclusion item)
We introduce the syntactic item χx (exclusion) and we extend the syntax of terms and contexts as follows:
Obviously the references to erased binders are not meaningful so χx.T is typed only when x / ∈ FV(T ). In this sense x is excluded in T . The rules involving the χ binder are shown in Figure 16 . These rules include the ζ and υ context-free reduction rules (Subsection 2.4), the native type assignment rule (Subsection 2.5), the de Bruijn type assignment rule (Subsection 3.1), the arity assignment rule (Subsection 3.2) and the informative order rules (Subsection 3.5).
Notice that the ζ scheme makes exclusion items eliminable up to reduction. Also notice that we state χx < λx:W with respect to the informative order. The most relevant results concerning exclusion are listed below.
Theorem 13 (main properties of exclusion) (a). (compatibility for context-dependent parallel conversion)
If C.χx T 1 ⇔ * T 2 then C χx.T 1 ⇔ * χx.T 2 .
(b). (generation lemma for native type assignment)
(c). (strong reducibility candidate exclusion)
If C.χx g sc L2 ((V ).T ) then C g sc L2 ((V ).χx.T ).
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we take the untyped λ-calculus with abbreviations, we add the minimal support for typesà la Church (i.e. typed abstractions and at least one sort 3 ), and we show that the resulting λ-typed λ-calculus, that we call λδ, satisfies the properties of λ→ (mainly subject reduction, strong normalization and decidability of type inference) plus some desirable properties of higher-order calculi: namely correctness of types and uniqueness of types up to conversion.
λδ features the immersion of contexts into terms, a uniform typing policy for all binders, a sort hierarchy with no upper bound and a predicative abstraction.
Notice that λδ and λ→ share the same class of typable terms (Theorem 9(c) shows the main inclusion, while the other inclusion is still a conjecture) but λδ has a richer set of types. Namely types built by dependent abstraction, i.e by λ, are possible whereas λ→ provides only for the independent abstraction →. In the "propositions as types" perspective this means that λδ can encode the implicative fragment of predicative logic without quantifiers. Furthermore λδ allows a type hierarchy with an infinite number of levels.
We see an application of this calculus as a formal specification language for the type theories, like MTT [31] or CTT [35, 32] , that require to be expressed in a predicative foundation. In this sense λδ can be related both to PAL + [30] and to Martin-Löf's theory of expressions [35] , that pursue the same aim and use the type system of λ→ (i.e. they use arities). Namely the author conjectures that λδ includes both these theories. In particular these calculi use k-uples of terms and λδ can provide for this construction as well (see Appendix B.2).
Formally the k-uple
The advantage of λδ on these calculi is that the structural rules of MTT and CTT can be justified by the rules of our calculus (see Appendix A).
As an additional feature the extension of λδ named λδχ (see Subsection 3.6) comes with a full specification of its properties in CIC [16] .
In this section we will discuss some design features of λδχ (Subsection 4.1) and we will summarize the open issues of the calculus (Subsection 4.2).
The Block Structure of λδχ
λδχ was carefully designed by the author on the basis of some criteria that include the three features we mentioned in Section 1. Another important design issue of this calculus is its block structure, where a block is a subset of constructions and rules tightly connected to each other that we see as a unit (see Figure 17) . λδχ has one block for each non-recursive construction and one for each binder. The author assigned a numeric identifier to each block to suggest a hierarchy in the block structure. The type V on which we abstract using λx:V is complete because it represents a complete specification of the functional structure of its inhabitants (see the comments on Figure 9 (abst)). The abbreviation introduced by δx=V is unconditioned because it can always be unfolded by reduction.
Each binder has a domain, that is the class of terms that, according to its semantics, can be substituted for the occurrences of the bound variable when this variable occurs (if the variable does not occur every substitution is good!).
3. The convenience of an infinity of sorts over a single sort is discussed in Subsection 2.1. Each binder may have an applicator item associated to a reduction rule. The applicator item always υ-swaps with a binder of a different block and the reduction rule always contracts the applicator-binder pair in an unconditioned abbreviation. If the applicator is not present, the binder is eliminable by reduction. If the domain is specified up to an equivalence relation, an -contracting selector item allows to impose a preferred representation of the domain when necessary.
These considerations are summarized in Figure 18 . Notice that the abbreviation does not have the applicator item and the specific reduction rule because it is unconditioned by definition and that the exclusion does not have them either because its domain is defined empty.
Finally we would like to stress the difference between the χ binder and the χ c binder (conditioned exclusion) whose domain is defined as the whole T. In order to type both χx.T and χ c x.T the bound variable must not appear in T but the domain of χ c has more than one inhabitant so this binder comes with an applicator item (V ) χ and a specific reduction rule (V ) χ .χ c x.T → χc δx=V.T . As a consequence χ c can be ζ-contracted only if the redex (V ) χ .χ c is formed (that is why we call this exclusion conditioned) while χ does not have this restriction.
At the moment we are not planning to study the extension of λδχ with the χ c -related constructions and rules because we are not clear about their applications. Anyway we place this block in our block hierarchy at position 2.
Open Issues
As already stressed along the paper, our presentation of λδ leaves some open issues that we want to reconsider in this subsection.
First of all, some technical aspects of the calculus need to be improved: this includes taking a final decision on the shape of Definition 15 and of Definition 9.
In particular we plan to reaxiomatize the reduction predicates following the "push paradigm" that we use in the axiomatization of arity assignment (Definition 15) and type assignment (Definition 10). According to this paradigm, the binding items appearing in the redex are moved in the context rather than reduced directly.
More generally the immersion of contexts into terms should be exploited to treat contexts as first-class entities. In particular the generic item E is not allowed neither in terms nor in contexts at the moment but it should be allowed because of Feature 2. When λδ will be extended with such a construction, a duality between terms and contexts will arise (see Appendix B for some hints).
Secondly there are some conjectures that need to be proved formally. In particular we are interested in verifying that the problem of type inhabitation is decidable (this is an important property of λ→, see [2] ).
Thirdly we might want to extend λδχ adding more blocks in the sense of Subsection 4.1. Namely there are four constructions that can be of interest: references to binders in the global context (block -2), meta-variables (block -3), conditioned abbreviations (block 4) and abstractions over incomplete types (block 6).
The first two constructions are taken from real implementations of typed λ-calculus. Conditioned abbreviations are based on the binder δ c V with domain {T | T = V }, on the applicator item (V ) c and on the specific reduction rule (V ) c .δ c x = V.T → δc δx=V.T . They provide for possibly unexpandable abbreviations and mainly the applicator (V ) c does not carry any information into a δc-redex except for its presence (since the term V is already in the binder). Therefore we suspect that (V ) c can be related to a connection of a Whole Adaptive System [36] and we call (V ) c a connessionistic application item. 4 Abstractions over incomplete types (i.e. types that do not specify the functional structure of their inhabitants completely) are meant to simulate the Π-abstractions of the λ-cube [2] and the author sees fitting the Π binder into λδ architecture as a very challenging task. In particular it would be interesting to relate this extension of λδ to COC since this calculus has been fully specified in COQ [3] as well as λδ itself, and the author sees the possibility of certifying rigorously the mappings that may exist between these systems.
The novelty of λδ extended with Π would be that Π could appear at the level of terms and inside contexts rather than only at the level of types.
In the perspective of relating this extension with a CIC with universes, we would also need a mechanism that makes Sort h a sub-sort of Sort k when h < k.
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A Justifying the Structural Fragment of MTT with λδ
In the present appendix we show how the structural rules of the Minimal Type Theory (MTT) [31] can be justified trough the rules of λδ and we proceed in three steps. In Appendix A.1 we show that λδ can be used as a theory of expressions for MTT. In Appendix A.2 we show that λδ type assignment and conversion can model MTT judgements. In Appendix A.3 we show that λδ rules can model MTT structural rules. In order to achieve this objective, we propose to remove η-conversion and the so-called Cont judgement from MTT, and to perform some changes to the MTT rules called var and prop-into-set.
Our justification is based on a straight forward mapping of judgements involving types built by dependent abstraction. The underlying idea is to map the inhabitation judgements to the type judgement : (at different levels of the type hierarchy) and the equality judgements to the conversion judgement ⇔ * . When referring to MTT we will use the notation of [31] .
A.1 λδ can serve as a Theory of Expressions for MTT
According to [31] the theory of expressions underlying MTT is the one, originally due to MartinLöf, underlying CTT [35] without combinations and selections. Moreover typed abstractions (á la Church) are used in place of untyped ones.
Therefore MTT-expressions are based on variables, primitive constants, defined constants, applications and typed abstractions.
Moreover every meaningful MTT-expression has an arity, which is a type expression of the instance of λ→ with one type constant 0.
Equality between MTT-expressions is defined up to definitional equality: a rewriting mechanism that incorporates αβη-conversion, and δ-conversion (equality between the definiendum and the definiens of an abbreviation).
In our proposal we leave η-conversion aside because we suspect that this conversion is not strictly necessary in MTT and is used just as syntactic sugar.
As a matter of fact λδ can handle the mentioned ingredients as follows. Variables, defined constants, applications and typed abstractions are term constructions of the calculus (see Definition 2) . In particular we regard all definitions as δ-items of a global context C y in which we close every term.
Primitive constants are regarded as references to λ-items (i.e. declarations) that are also part of the context C y . So C y contains declarations and definitions.
Types can be substituted for arities. Notice that arities exist in λδ as well (see Definition 15) and they are equivalent to types (see Theorem 9(c)).
Finally definitional equality is handled through context-dependent parallel conversion (see Definition 9) that incorporates αβδ-conversion.
A.2 λδ Judgements can express MTT Judgements
MTT features six main judgements that fall into two classes: declarations and equalities. Declarations state that an expression is a legal proposition, a legal data type, or a legal element of a data type. Equalities state that two legal propositions, data types, or elements of a data type are semantically equal.
Parametric expressions are allowed and each main judgement includes an explicit context where the local parameters are declared.
Other parameters, shared among all judgements of a given rule, are declared in an implicit context extracted from the premises of that rule.
Summing up, a legal MTT-expression requires three contexts: the explicit context (provided by the judgement containing that expression), the implicit context (extracted from the premises of the rule containing that judgement) and the global context (for global declarations and abbreviations).
A judgement stating that an explicit context is legal, is also provided. We can map these judgements to λδ-judgements in the way we explain below. Sort hierarchy. We need two sorts Prop and Set that we regard as aliases of Sort 0 and Sort 1 respectively (we can include these abbreviations in the global context C y ). We also set the sort hierarchy parameter (see Subsection 2.1) to the instance g2z ∈ G such that next g2z (h) ≡ h + 2 (the simplest choice).
Contexts. The explicit context of an MTT-judgement has the form: Γ ≡ x 1 ∈ A 1 Set, . . . , x n ∈ A n Set where x i is a variable and A i is an expression.
We can map each declaration of Γ in a λ-item, so Γ itself becomes the λδ-context C x ≡ λx 1 :A 1 . . . λx n :A n .Set.
The implicit context of an MTT-judgement does not need an explicit mapping since we can exploit the implicit context of the corresponding λδ-judgement (at least as long as we are dealing just with the structural rules of MTT).
Declarations:
A declaration judgement is mapped to a type assignment judgement (see Definition 10). Namely we map A Prop [Γ] to C y .C x g2z A : Prop, we map A Set [Γ] to C y .C x g2z A : Set and we map a ∈ A Set [Γ] to C y .C x g2z a : A in the implicit context C y .C x g2z A : Set. Here C y .C x refers to the concatenation of C y and C x . Notice that type assignment is invariant for conversion (modelling definitional equality) as stated by Figure 9 (conv) and Theorem 4(f).
Coming to the legal explicit context judgement Γ Cont, the experience of the author with λδ shows that such a judgement is useless (as it does not guarantee additional meta-theoretical properties) and heavy (as it introduces a mutual dependence between itself and A Set [Γ] at the meta-theory level).
Figure 19. Our proposal for the structural rules of MTT
The point is that an unreferenced parameter does not need a legal declaration unless it is the formal argument of a function. So we propose not to map Γ Cont and to change the related rules (see Appendix A.3).
Equalities:
An equality judgement is mapped to a contextual conversion judgement (see Definition 9). Namely, we map A 1 = A 2 S [Γ] to C y .C x A 1 ⇔ * A 2 in the implicit context C y .C x g2z A 1 : S and C y .C x g2z A 2 : S where S is either Prop or Set, and we map a 1 = a 2 ∈ A Set [Γ] to C y .C x a 1 ⇔ * a 2 in the implicit context C y .C x g2z a 1 : A, C y .C x g2z a 2 : A and C y .C x g2z A : Set.
Notice that the conversion judgement is invariant for conversion itself (modelling definitional equality) being an equivalence relation.
A.3 λδ Rules can express MTT Structural Rules
Our proposal for the structural rules of MTT is shown in Figure 19 .
the prop-into-set rule can not be modelled, as it is, by λδ because λδ does not feature subtyping. Therefore our proposal is to make the coercion from Prop to Set explicit. Namely we declare a primitive constant pr of type λx:Prop.Set in the global context C y and we set Figure 19 (ps) modelled by Figure 9 (appl). This solution is well known in the literature (see [7, 37, 12] ).
The var rule. Our proposal for this rule is Figure 19 (var) modelled by Figure 9 (abst). Notice that the implicit context is respected because of Theorem 3(a).
The seteq rule. This rule is Figure 19 (seteq) modelled by Figure 9 (conv) whose first premise is taken from the implicit context.
The equivalence rules of the equality judgements are justified by the fact that context dependent conversion is an equivalence relation.
The complete list is in Figure 19 (labels: r, s, t) . The derivable rules. Notice that [35] suggests some additional structural rules (like a second seteq rule and some substitution rules) that are not included in MTT because they are derivable. In the λδ perspective we derive these rules from Theorem 1(d), Theorem 1(e), Theorem 3(d) and Theorem 12(a).
The rules on types. If we regard Prop and Set as primitive constants rather than judgement keywords, we can build expressions like (x 1 : e 1 ) . . . (x n : e n )Set or (x 1 : e 1 ) . . . (x n : e n )Prop (called types in MTT or categories in CTT [32] ). With these types we can form the following judgements:
that we explain with the rules modelled by Figure 9 (abst) and Theorem 1(f). These rules are shown in Figure 19 with the label: i. The elimination rules, modelled by Figure 9 (appl) and Theorem 1(d), are shown in Figure 19 with the label: e.
B Towards a Duality between Terms and Contexts
The present appendix contains some hints on how the author plans to complete λδ by adding the items of the form E both in terms and in contexts. In principle the need for these items was evident from the very start but they were not included in [16] because of the technical problems they seemed to give. In particular the author did not see the importance of the iterated de Bruijn type assignment as a way to map T into C (Subsection 3.1) until the properties of λδ were made clear (especially Theorem 6(b), Theorem 6(a) and Theorem 9(c)).
We would like to stress that the contents of this appendix are just a proposal for future research on λδ and have not been certified yet.
In Appendix B.1 we introduce the E items, In Appendix B.2 we propose the new term construction {E}.T as an application, in Appendix B.3 we propose to merge T and C in a single data type to avoid the replication of dual definitions and theorems in the perspective of certifying the properties of complete λδ.
B.1 Complete λδ:
Introducing the E Items Looking at Definition 2 we see that the recursive constructions concern just the items of the form V but the E items (i.e. E , (E), λy:E and δy=E) can be allowed as well. By so doing we obtain the following reformulation of T and C: Definition 23 (complete syntax of terms and contexts)
The complete sets of terms and contexts are defined as follows:
We call a recursive construction positive when its components belong to the same type and negative otherwise. This attribute is called the polarity of the construction. Furthermore x and y belong to two different sets of variables.
Notice that λμ uses two different sets of variables as well. Once defined in this way, T and C are isomorphic through the polarity preserving transformations C : T → C and T : C → T defined below.
Definition 24 (the transformations C and T )
The transformations C : T → C and T : C → T work as follows:
(a). C(Sort h ) = Sort h and T (Sort h ) = Sort h .
B.2 Contexts as Aggregates
We said that the k-uple (V k−1 , · · · , V 0 ) at position (h, 0) in the type hierarchy is denoted by the context F = δx k−1 =V k−1 . . . δx 0 =V 0 .Sort h More generally the binders V of a context E (as well as the binders E of a term V ) can be seen as the fields of an aggregate structure. These fields can be definitions (denoted by the δx=V items) or declarations (denoted by the λx:V items) and can be dependent. In order to be effective, aggregates need a projection mechanism that allows to reed their fields. To this aim we propose the item {E} that belongs to the E item scheme and the term construction {E}.T that we call projection.
The basic idea is that {F }.x i must reduce to V i , so we set the following sequential reduction rule: if E T 1 → * T 2 and if T 2 does not refer to E then {E}.T 1 → π T 2 . Notice that {E}.T might be related to the with instruction of the PASCAL programming language [20] and might look like: with E do T .
Following the "contexts as aggregates" interpretation, we might expect to type F with F 1 = λx k−1 :W k−1 . . . λx 0 :W 0 .Sort next g (h) where each W i is the type of V i . Nevertheless the type of F is polarity(P, P ) = refl polarity(b Q.P , P ) = fst polarity(b Q.P , Q) = b snd polarity(P 1 , P ) = b 1 polarity(P, P 2 ) = b 2 polarity(P 1 , P 2 ) = b This consideration shows that it could make sense to investigate the extension of λδ with a subtyping relation based on ≤ g .
B.3 Unified λδ: Introducing Polarized Terms
In this subsection we propose the notion of a polarized term: an expression capable of representing both a term and a context (in the sense of Definition 2) in a way that turns the transformations C and T into the identity functions.
The basic idea consists in decorating the recursive term constructions with the information on their polarity represented as a boolean value.
Let us denote the data type of the boolean values with B ≡ {⊥, } and let us assume that represents a positive polarity, then a polarized term is as follows.
Definition 25 (syntax of polarized terms)
The set of polarized terms is defined as follows:
P ≡ Sort h | z | Bλz:P.P | Bδz=P.P | B(P).P | B P .P
Definition 25 opens the issue of deciding whether a Q ∈ P can be mapped back to a V ∈ T or to a E ∈ C. Clearly the fact that the transformations C and T are mapped to the identity functions on P says that this information, which we call the absolute polarity of Q, is not recoverable. What we can recover is the relative polarity of Q with respect to a superterm P of Q This is to say that we can know if P and Q represent two elements of the same type or not.
Definition 26 (relative polarity assignment)
The partial function polarity(P, Q), that returns if the terms P and Q have the same absolute polarity, is defined by the rules shown in Figure 20 where ↔ denotes the boolean coimplication (i.e. the negated xor operation).
We conjecture that the knowledge of relative polarity is enough to treat the version of λδ based on polarized terms. We call this calculus unified λδ or 1λδ.
As an example let us consider the restrictions on reduction mentioned in Appendix B.1. The unified β-redex takes the form b(Q 1 ).bλz:Q 2 , while ζ-reduction is allowed on the items δz=Q and not allowed on the items ⊥δz=Q.
C A Note on the Current State of the Formal Specification
In this appendix we discuss the current state of the definitions that formally specify λδχ in the the Calculus of Inductive Constructions [16] in terms of modifications with respect to their initial state [17] .
Firstly we set up a mechanism to avoid the need of exchanging the context binders in the proof of Theorem 10(g). In particular we defined an extension of the lift function and an extension of the drop function [17] that apply a finite number of relocations to a term. The "relocation parameters" (i.e. the arguments h and i of the lift function) are contained in a list of pairs (h, i). Here s will always denote a variable for such a list.
These definitions are given in Definition 27 and Definition 28 below.
Definition 27 (the multiple relocation function)
Definition 28 (axioms for multiple dropping) (a). (non recursive case)
↓ • C = C.
(b). (recursive case)
If i ↓ h C 1 = C 2 and ↓ s C 2 = C 3 then ↓ (h,i);s C 1 = C 3 .
With these functions we were able to rephrase Definition 19 as follows: Definition 29 (the strong reducibility predicate)
Secondly we took a final decision about the notation of the cast item, for which we now use V instead of {V }.
At its current state, the LambdaDelta module of the certified specification [16] 
